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Abstract
This project analyzes the rhetoric of representation of Asians and the Asian
landscape in Crazy Rich Asians (2018). Though this film was marketed and praised as a
success for Asian and Asian/American representation in Hollywood, I argue that it is
fundamentally a reproduction of Orientalist and White American Hollywood standards
and essentializes the Asian identity into a narrow and consumable entity. In order to
appeal to its predominantly White female audience, Crazy Rich Asians exoticizes
Singapore and the Asian characters to create a narrative of desirability, sometimes at the
expense of the Asians themselves. Additionally, the film uses Orientalist tropes, the
romantic-comedy and American Dream storylines, visual enthymemes, and traditional
Hollywood aesthetics to further the Americanization of the Asian representation. This
project highlights the ways in which Crazy Rich Asians perpetuates the narrow racist,
classist, and Orientalist narratives around Asians and Asian Americans. Other than
presenting Asian bodies, Crazy Rich Asians does little to advance diversity in Hollywood
since it exists within these oppressive systems. Ultimately, the film is just a classic White
Hollywood movie with Asian bodies and an Asian landscape mapped onto it to add
fantasy, escapism, and novelty to the usual cinematic plot of romantic-comedy and
drama.
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Introduction

“Within current debates about race and difference, mass culture is the contemporary
location that both publicly declares and perpetuates the idea that there is pleasure to be
found in the acknowledgment and enjoyment of racial difference. The commodification of
Otherness has been so successful because it is offered as a new delight, more intense,
more satisfying than normal ways of doing and feeling. Within commodity culture,
ethnicity becomes spice, seasoning that can liven up the dull dish that is mainstream
white culture.”
-- bell hooks
Black Looks (2014)

“European culture gained in strength and identity by settling itself off against the Orient
as a sort of surrogate and even underground self.”
-- Edward Said
Orientalism (1979)

Crazy Rich Asians sets the tone of the movie right from the opening scene. We
see the Warner Bros. Pictures logo flash for just a moment, as Jasmine Chen’s jazzy
rendition of “Waiting For Your Return,” originally sung by Zhou Xuan in 1937, plays in
the background of the film. The audience’s ears are whisked away by the peppy and

dramatic big band that sounds like it is inviting each audience member into an exclusive
1920s themed party. After various companies present their symbols, a quote from
Napoleon Bonaparte appears on the screen against a plain black background: “Let China
sleep, for when she wakes, she will shake the world,”1 as Chen’s tempting voice keeps
energetically serenading.
The film begins with a rainy scene of a hotel with the words “London 1995”
printed in shiny gold block letters (the font throughout the movie). Inside the hotel are
paintings framed in gold and two middle aged White men working behind the front desk.
In comes an Asian family– two women, a young boy, and a young girl– all of whom are
soaking wet and muddy from the storm outside. The women stop speaking Cantonese to
each other as one of them, Eleanor Young, walks to the desk to check into their suite. The
hotel manager arrives to tell Mrs. Young, with a condescending and curt smile, that the
family has made a mistake and they should go find other accommodation elsewhere,
specifically Chinatown.2 Furious, Mrs. Young leaves to call her husband, marches back
into the hotel, and is warmly greeted by the owner, Lord Calthorpe who is just coming
out of the elevator. The manager tries to explain, only to be interrupted by the Lord who
tells him to get the suite ready for the new owners of the hotel, the Youngs. A pale look
of disbelief crosses over the manager’s face as he realizes what he has done, who he has
insulted. “Do get a mop,” Eleanor says over her shoulder to him as she enters the
elevator, “The floor’s wet.”3 And with that, it is clear who will have all the money and
power in this movie: the Crazy Rich Asians.
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Jon Chu, Crazy Rich Asians, (Warner Bros. Pictures, 2018), Amazon Prime, 0:00:41.
Ibid., 0:02:01.
3
Ibid., 0:03:18.
2
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Crazy Rich Asians, which debuted in theaters in the summer of 2018, became the
highest grossing romantic comedy in the last decade.4 Marketed as a landmark movie for
positive and progressive Asian representation, Crazy Rich Asians was extraordinarily
successful in the box office, making $26,510,1405 in just the first weekend of its release.
It was nominated for and won several awards6 and a sequel titled China Rich Girlfriend is
currently in the making. A majority of the press that Crazy Rich Asians received was
focused on the most notable and emphasized feature of the movie: the all Asian cast.
Some of the negative reports cited the lack of Asian and socio-economic diversity within
the film.7 On the flip side, more positive reviews of the film celebrated it for its cultural
and diversified contributions to the silver screen.8 Time raved that “by representing Asian
people so vividly, the film could set a precedent for many more stories like this one to be
told. It’s coming at the right moment. After years of work in the game of Hollywood,
Crazy Rich Asians is poised to win.”9 The media attention, both positive and negative,
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Marina Fung, “‘Crazy Rich Asians’ Is Now The Highest-Grossing Romantic Comedy In A Decade,”
Huffpost, accessed February 5, 2020.
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“Crazy Rich Asians (2018) - Financial Information,” The Numbers, accessed February 8, 2020,
https://www.the-numbers.com/movie/Crazy-Rich-Asians-(2018).
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“Crazy Rich Asians (Film),” in Wikipedia, February 23, 2020,
https://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Crazy_Rich_Asians_(film)&oldid=942286958.
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Mike Ives, “For Some Viewers, ‘Crazy Rich Asians’ Is Not Asian Enough,” The New York Times, August
16, 2018, sec. World, https://www.nytimes.com/2018/08/16/world/asia/crazy-rich-asians-castsingapore.html.; Richard Lawson, “Crazy Rich Asians Isn’t Quite Crazy Enough,” Vanity Fair, August 9,
2018, https://www.vanityfair.com/hollywood/2018/08/crazy-rich-asians-movie-review.; Grace Z. Li,
“Loving ‘Crazy Rich Asians’ Is Crazy Complicated,” The Harvard Crimson, September 3, 2018,
https://www.thecrimson.com/article/2018/9/3/crazy-rich-asians-complicated/.; Mark Tseng-Putterman,
“One Way That ‘Crazy Rich Asians’ Is a Step Backward,” The Atlantic, August 23, 2018,
https://www.theatlantic.com/entertainment/archive/2018/08/asian-americas-great-gatsby-moment/568213/.
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Lawson, “Crazy Rich Asians Isn’t Quite Crazy Enough.”; David Sims, “‘Crazy Rich Asians’ Is a Breath
of Fresh Air,” The Atlantic, August 15, 2018,
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Lee, “‘It’s Not a Movie, It’s a Movement’: Crazy Rich Asians Takes on Hollywood,” The Guardian,
August 11, 2018, sec. Film, https://www.theguardian.com/film/2018/aug/11/crazy-rich-asians-moviekevin-kwan-jon-m-chu-constance-wu.
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Karen K. Ho, “‘Crazy Rich Asians’ Is Going to Change Hollywood. It’s About Time,” Time, August 15,
2018, https://time.com/longform/crazy-rich-asians/.
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helped propel Crazy Rich Asians into the mainstream cultural consciousness of
Americans.
With its all Asian cast, the movie appealed to a historically neglected
demographic of people in the U.S., Asian/Americans,10 and aspired to provide the
industry with a film that showcased and showed off Asian culture as desirable and worthy
of respect and reverence. The two-hour long film, which is based on a bestselling book
by Kevin Kwan of the same title, is an extravagant, indulgent, and entertaining romantic
comedy that depicts aspects of Singaporean and Chinese culture. Crazy Rich Asians
follows a young couple, Rachel Chu (Constance Wu) and Nick Young (Henry Golding),
and their trip to Singapore to visit Nick’s family. Unbeknownst to Rachel, an
Asian/American professor from a middle class family, the Young family is one of the
richest families in Singapore and Nick is set to take over the business and inherit an
obscene amount of money. Rachel runs into issues when the Young family and friends
reject her as Nick’s girlfriend and harass her for her lack of fortune and family status.
Nick and Rachel struggle to protect their relationship as the pressure from his family to
break up with her increases. However, with the guidance of her college friend Peik Lin
Goh (Awkwafina) and mother Kerry Chu (Kheng Hua Tan), Rachel learns to stand up for
herself and ultimately wins the approval of Nick’s mother, Eleanor (Michelle Yeoh), and
gets engaged to Nick.
This classic romantic narrative may seem simple by itself, but its stakes in terms
of Asian and Asian/American representation make it a contemporary cultural artifact

10

I use the term “Asian/American” instead of “Asian-American” to show the simultaneity and duality of
the Asian and American identities. In “Asian-American,” the hyphen signals that Asian is a modifier of
American and therefore that American is the default. “Asian/American” represents an equality of the terms.
This will be further explained in the Key Terms section.
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worth studying. In this project, I grapple with the complications of representation that
exist within that depiction and the continuities and changes in the tropes, patterns, and
functions of Asian representation in film. What lurks behind this seemingly positive and
glowing portrayal of Asians and their culture? What are the subtle and overt ways in
which this movie undercuts its own purpose to portray Asians and Asian culture? What
can we discover about the reality of racial representation through this movie and how can
we more accurately portray non-American cultures in the future? I argue that in order to
signal authenticity while also maintaining recognizability to an American audience,
Crazy Rich Asians displays an Americanized version of Singaporean culture tailored to
the desires of a predominantly White audience. Though this representation is significant
in its contribution to Hollywood diversity, its essentialized portrayal of Asians is
ultimately just a reproduction of Orientalist and Western neoliberal values that stages
Asian bodies and an Asian landscape within American cinematic tropes. Crazy Rich
Asians is yet another movie made for the consumption of White audiences. In short, the
Asians in this movie are the spice that makes its American plot more interesting, exciting,
and novel.
The visibility and representational politics in Crazy Rich Asians exist within and
in service of a capitalist global economy. Singapore is a known global capital of finance
with modernized architecture and an expansive connection to the rest of the world. There
are a multitude of references to a globalized Singapore in Crazy Rich Asians, highlighting
how intertwined the country is to global capitalism which perhaps starts to dissolve the
East/West binary set up by Orientalism. I acknowledge that Singapore is “Westernized”
in the real world, and this Westernization/Americanization is exploited in the movie as a

5

function of relatability for Americans. Crazy Rich Asians takes what is most American
about Singapore and deems that “Asian representation.” To echo what Peggy Phelan
writes, “Visibility politics are compatible with capitalism’s relentless appetite for new
markets and with the most self-satisfying ideologies of the United States: you are
welcome here as long as you are productive. The production and reproduction of
visibility are part of the labor of the reproduction of capitalism.”11 In this project, I
critique how the representation of elitist capitalism in Crazy Rich Asians is used to
portray Singapore as desirable to U.S. Americans.
This project is partitioned into three main sections: Key Terms, Production &
Marketing, and Film Analysis. In Key Terms, I define several important terms and
theories that are essential to contextualize this project and that I reference within the Film
Analysis. Production & Marketing explains the companies behind the movie and the
ways in which Crazy Rich Asians was presented to the public; this section contextualizes
the film’s development before its debut in theaters. The Analysis is broken into four parts
that examine different aspects of Crazy Rich Asians: Desirability, Maintaining
Recognizability, Signaling Authenticity & Teaching Asianness, and Essentialized
Portrayal of Asians. These sections are interrelated and serve to organize tropes that I
found to be important throughout the film. Desirability analyzes what parts of the film are
attractive to a White audience and why. Maintaining Recognizability outlines how Crazy
Rich Asians tailors its Asian representation to be somewhat familiar to American viewers
by using conventional Hollywood themes. Signaling Authenticity & Teaching Asianness
describes how the movie uses visual enthymemes to prove to viewers that it is indeed

11

Peggy Phelan, Unmarked: The Politics of Performance (Routledge, 1993), 11.
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representing Asians/Asia and how it uses obvious dialog to teach non-Asian viewers
about Asian culture. Finally, Essentialized Portrayal of Asians examines the characters in
the movie and how they exist within stereotypes and exclude the “wrong” Asian from the
representation. I hope to illuminate the complexities within visual representation, their
consequences, complications, and contradictions. Crazy Rich Asians exemplifies the
many positives, negatives, and challenges that popular media faces when attempting
minority representation.

7

Key Terms
This project draws on a lot of work done by previous scholars related to the Asian and
Asian/American experience and the politics of visibility. In order to contextualize the
analysis of this project, which draws heavily on the understanding of these concepts, I
briefly define the most important terms of the paper: Orientalism, Asian and
Asian/American, Model Minority, and Visibility Politics. Though sometimes mentioned
explicitly, these terms serve more as a foundation for understanding in the analysis of
Crazy Rich Asians and connect the film to academic literature.

Orientalism
In 1978, Edward Said published Orientalism12 which defines the term Orientalism
as a system of knowledge persistent in political, academic, cultural, and lifestyle spheres,
that the West has constructed as a lens through which to view the East. Orientalism is a
strategy of the West to control, dominate, and have power over the East. In Said’s
original theory, the “West” is Europe and the “East” is the Middle East but Orientalism
can be broadened to the relationship between the United States and Asia. In explaining
Asian/American cultural studies, Park contextualizes American Orientalism:
Shaped for the most part by U.S. military conflicts in Asia and by
the history of Asian immigrants in the United States, American
Orientalism constitutes the starting point of Asian American

12

Edward Said, Orientalism (Vintage Books, 1978).
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cultural studies, which expands Said’s paradigm by considering
how various kinds of racism have impacted and continue to impact
the construction of Asiatic communities in the United States.13
At the root of Orientalism is the Occident’s need to define itself against the Orient. In
Orientalism, the Occident is defined as the “Western World” (mainly Europe) and the
Orient as the “Eastern World” (the Middle East). As Said writes, Orientalism “is–and
does not simply represent–a considerable dimension of modern political-intellectual
culture, and as such has less to do with the Orient than it does with ‘[the West]’ world.”14
The Western constructed knowledge system was and is used to homogenize the Orient
into an understandable “phenomenon possessing regular characteristics”15 and “[explain]
the behavior of Orientals… [supply] Orientals with a mentality, a genealogy, an
atmosphere.”16 By controlling the perception of the East, the West can use the
comparison to further the narrative of exoticism, domination, and submission that Orient
is filtered through.

Asian and Asian/American

Perhaps the root of all the problems I address in this paper comes from the term “Asian”
and the Orientalist way it compresses multitudes of identities into one word. If were not
for Orientalism, the category of Asian representation would not exist and would not be

13

Jane Chi Hyun Park, Yellow Future (University of Minnesota Press, 2010), 4.
Said, Orientalism, 12.
15
Ibid., 42.
16
Ibid., 42.
14
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critiqued so harshly for not being representative enough of all the identities it is unfairly
asked to be inclusive of.
By using the word “Asian,” we “[lump] the plethora of different ethnicities,
cultures, and nations that exist on and around the Asian continent into one category.”17
Additionally, this category can be broken into often interchangeable “manageable parts”
that can be used in the Orientalist system of political, economic, and cultural
knowledge.18 These two functions of “Asian” can exist simultaneously so that a movie
like Crazy Rich Asians can claim “Asian representation” while casting Chinese, Filipino,
Malay, and Indian actors under that broad group. Though I acknowledge the
complications and contradictions of this term, I will be using it in this paper since it is a
recognizable and a culturally accepted categorization of people. Crazy Rich Asians
heavily relies on the term as well (see: the title).
It is important to also address the phrase “Asian American” since it appears as a
significant identity in Crazy Rich Asians. In his book, Asian/American: Historical
Crossings of a Racial Frontier, David Palumbo-Liu makes an important rhetorical
distinction between “Asian-American” and “Asian/American” stating that the slash
signifies a rejection of the notion that “Asian” acts as an ethnic modifier to the default
White national subject: “[Asian/American] at once implies both exclusion and
inclusion… marking both the distinction installed between ‘Asian’ and ‘American’ and a
dynamic, unsettled, and inclusive movement.”19 The hyphen can also signal a “boundary”

17

Park, Yellow Future, 2.
Lisa Lowe, Critical Terrains: French and British Orientalisms (Cornell University Press, 1991), 3.
19
David Palumbo-Liu, Asian/American: Historical Crossings of a Racial Frontier (Stanford University
Press, 1999), 1.
18
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between White Americans and Asians that “marginalizes” the latter.20 Using a slash
between the identities indicates that they are “transnational” by nature, that neither is
more significant and both are a part of the dynamic of the “social and political identity of
Asian Americans.”21 This paper will use “Asian/American” as a signifier for individuals
who identify as both Asian and American.

Model Minority

“Model minority” was introduced by two newspaper articles from 1966, “Success
Story, Japanese-American Style”22 and “Success Story of One Minority Group in U.S.”23
Both Japanese and Chinese Americans were celebrated for their ability to “succeed” in
American society by being law-abiding, having responsible family expectations, and for
dedicating themselves to their education. These articles were published during the Civil
Rights era, and functioned more as a comparison between Black Americans and
Asian/Americans in order to condemn Black Americans for not passively assimilating
into U.S. society. Asian/Americans are then “racially triangulated as ‘aliens’ or
‘outsiders’ with regard to White Americans but as ‘superior’ in relation to African

20

Yuko Kawai, “Stereotyping Asian Americans: The Dialectic of the Model Minority and the Yellow
Peril,” Howard Journal of Communications 16, no. 2 (April 2005): 111.
21
Park, Yellow Future, 4.
22
William Pettersen, “Success Story, Japanese-American Style,” New York Times, January 9, 1966.
23
“Success Story of One Minority Group in U.S.,” U.S. News & World Report, December 26, 1966.
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Americans.”24 The model minority is encouraged to perform “whiteface” and “align with
the white norm against other groups of color.”25
While some argue that the model minority stereotype has some virtues,26 it is
most often viewed as a negative construction that pits minorities against each other and
creates unfair standards and expectations for Asian/Americans.27 It only grants the
minority “a limited form of inclusion in the national body” that is the “highest form of
national belonging to which a nonwhite person can and should aspire.”28 Asians must
walk a fine line between being the “problem minority”29 and being overly successful and
therefore threatening the White American.
The deceptively positive model minority stereotype must also be understood in
tandem with the offensive negative stereotype of “yellow peril.” Yellow peril is the fear
that “the yellow race might overtake the White nation by outnumbering and out-powering
the White race”30 and was popularized as a term in America in the late 19th and early
20th centuries when the U.S. experienced an increase of Asian migrants. The yellow peril
stereotype resulted in exclusion of Asian migrants, colonization of the Philippines,
Hawaii, Guam and Samoa, and the internment of Japanese Americans during WWII.31 As
Okihiro points out, the divide between model minority and yellow peril is thin; they are
two sides of the same coin:

24

Kawai, “Stereotyping Asian Americans,” 110.
Park, Yellow Future, 48.
26
Lucie Cheng and Philip Yang, “The ‘Model Minority’ Deconstructed,” in Contemporary Asian America:
A Multidisciplinary Reader (New York University Press, n.d.), 473.
27
David Brand, “The New Whiz Kids,” TIME, August 31, 1987.
28
Park, Yellow Future, 48.
29
Kawai, “Stereotyping Asian Americans,” 114.
30
Ibid., 112.
31
Kawai, “Stereotyping Asian Americans,” 112.
25
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It seems to me that the yellow peril and the model minority are not
poles, denoting opposite representations along a single line, but in
fact form a circular relationship that moves in either direction. We
might see them as engendered images: the yellow peril denoting a
masculine threat of military and sexual conquest, and the model
minority symbolizing a feminized position of passivity and
malleability… In either swing along the arc, white supremacy is
maintained and justified through feminization in one direction and
repression in the other.32
In summary, Asians are the model minority “when they are depicted to do better than
other racial minority groups” but risk becoming the yellow peril “when they are
described to outdo White Americans.”33

Visibility Politics
In her article “An Appetite for Activism: The Lesbian Avengers and the Queer Politics of
Visibility,” Erin J. Rand outlines the complications that marginalized groups (specifically
lesbians in her article) face when they seek mainstream visibility in part by adhering to
hegemonic cultural norms.34 Rand cites Dan Brouwer to define visibility politics:

32

Gary Okihiro, Margins and Mainstreams: Asians in American History and Culture (University of
Washington Press, 1994), 142.
33
Kawai, “Stereotyping Asian Americans,” 115.
34
Erin J. Rand, “An Appetite for Activism: The Lesbian Avengers and the Queer Politics of Visibility,”
Women’s Studies in Communication 36, no. 2 (June 2013): 121–41.
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“[visibility politics] might be defined as theory and practice which assume that ‘being
seen’ and ‘being heard’ are beneficial and often crucial for individuals or a group to gain
greater social, political, cultural or economic legitimacy, power, authority, or access to
resources.”35 Rand highlights the reliance of visibility on the spectacle of bodies and
claims that this reliance is “for those marked by gender, sexuality, race, and class, who
are already hyperembodied and visible, [is] much more unpredictable.”36 Visibility is
dangerous in its ability to affirm and reaffirm what already exists as hegemonic.
Working within visibility politics for marginalized groups often means operating
in existing accepted systems, like heteronormativity or Orientalism, if they want their
representation to reach the masses. For the Lesbian Avengers that meant
hypersexualizing female bodies and for Crazy Rich Asians that means showcasing
attractive and wealthy Asian characters and an exotic and romantic landscape. This focus
on “slick and sexy media representations” highlights the socially acceptable bodies
(attractive, wealthy, thin) and “downplays activists’ concerns with the more complicated
issues” like racism and classism.37 However, there are no black and whites in visual
representation: it is not good or bad, visible or invisible; these dichotomies dismiss the
nuances of visibility politics. Again, Rand cites Brouwer to show that visibility politics
can lead to “greater social acceptance, reduced cultural stereotypes, greater access to
resources, or passage of policies that benefit the group” while acknowledging that it can
lead to “a risk of co-optation, enforced hypervisibility, and heightened surveillance.”38

35

Ibid., 122.
Ibid., 122.
37
Rand, “An Appetite for Activism,” 125.
38
Ibid., 127.
36
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Crazy Rich Asians set out to use visibility politics as a way to give Asians and
Asian/Americans a platform of positive representation in Hollywood.

15

Production & Marketing
The journey to adapt Crazy Rich Asians to a motion picture began with Kevin
Kwan deciding which company should produce the film. This was an important decision,
given the creative role of a production company in developing a movie. After turning
down offers from big studios like Fox and Lionsgate, Kwan ultimately chose a smaller
production company, Color Force, run by Nina Jacobson and Brad Simpson. Jacobson
and Simpson pitched that the film should be developed independently in order to keep
creative authority and then find a studio to distribute it later in the process.39 After
securing the production rights to the film, Color Force financially partnered with Ivanhoe
Pictures, a Los Angeles based company that specializes in global distribution and “Asianfocused content.”40 Jon M. Chu requested the script and in order to convince Jacobson
and Simpson that he was the right choice for director, he created a presentation of
personal images of his Taiwanese and Chinese family with Shanghainese music to show
the producers.41 Also notable on the creative team is Malaysian-born screenwriter, Adele
Lim. When it came time to choose a studio distributor, Kwan and company decided on
Warner Bros. to give Crazy Rich Asians a theatrical and big screen release. For context,
the production team turned down a generous offer from Netflix42 because they wanted the
movie to bring people together in a theater to watch it.

39

Chris Lee, “The Long Crazy Road to Crazy Rich Asians,” Vulture, August 9, 2018,
https://www.vulture.com/2018/08/the-long-crazy-road-to-crazy-rich-asians.html.
40
Ibid.
41
Ibid.
42
David Yin and Ryan Chan, “How ‘Crazy Rich Asians’ Nailed Brand Strategy And Became A Box
Office Hit,” Forbes, August 27, 2018, https://www.forbes.com/sites/davidyin/2018/08/27/how-crazy-richasians-nailed-brand-strategy-and-became-a-box-office-hit/#52920d294438.
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Once the logistics of creating the movie were finalized, the marketing began. The
Crazy Rich Asians marketing team chose to primarily emphasize the Asian and
Asian/American components of the film and its cultural impact through diversity. Crazy
Rich Asians exists in a niche category of movies that makes it uniquely marketable. As
one of the only all Asian films to exist in the Hollywood market, the movie sets itself
apart from its other competitors by playing to its specific strength: Asian diversity. This
enclave gives Crazy Rich Asians the power to brand itself as new and incomparable, as
well as the power to offer audiences an opportunity to participate in history-making
representation.
In order to play to this diversity strength, the Crazy Rich Asians team conducted a
publicity campaign targeted to the Asian/American community. Warner Bros.’
worldwide marketing president Blair Rich said in reference to the campaign: “Our
ambition was to give the Asian-American community ownership of the film before we
did everything else.”43 Four months before the film was released, Warner Bros. hosted a
screening in Los Angeles and invited Asian social media influencers and artists to
publicize the movie through Asian/Americans themselves. There was also a press tour
with the movie’s actors Henry Golding, Awkwafina, and Gemma Chan as well as
director Jon Chu and Kevin Kwan and an additional 354 screenings that occurred during
the marketing campaign.44 According to Rich, their targeted campaign paid off as “Asian
Americans led on opening day,” comprising 38 percent of first weekend ticket sales.45

43

Rebecca Sun, “Inside the Smart ‘Crazy Rich Asians’ Marketing Campaign That Led to a $174M Box
Office Win,” The Hollywood Reporter, December 24, 2018,
https://www.hollywoodreporter.com/news/inside-campaign-trail-led-crazy-rich-asians-box-office-win1169867.
44
Ibid.
45
Ibid.
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What about the other 62 percent of audience members? While 21 percent were
other people of color, 41 percent of viewers were White, and out of total audience
members, 68 percent were women.46 Even before the movie was released, producers had
analyzed the readership of the book Crazy Rich Asians and discovered it to be composed
of many women in their 20’s and 30’s. Jennifer Jackson, a senior editor at the publisher
Penguin Random House, explained “Young white women were quick to pick up the
book... The fashion, the food, and the love story made it an escapist pleasure read that
really transcended race.”47 Right off the bat, the marketing and production team knew
that they needed to appeal to a White audience as well as an Asian/American one; the
movie needed to be just as fashionable, delicious, and escapist as the book so White
audiences could show up and still feel included in the film.
The official trailer48 for Crazy Rich Asians does a good job of appealing to both a
White and Asian/American audience by preserving the traditional rom-com narrative
while also encompassing Asian culture. Most obviously, the trailer shows off the all
Asian cast and establishes that most of the film will be set in Singapore. However, the
rest of the clip focuses on the fact that the Young family is incredibly rich and the video
displays images of expensive sports cars, dazzling jewelry, first class plane lounges, and
enormous mansions. Soundbites include: “1.2 million,” “They’re just the biggest
developers in all of Singapore,” “I want that money, that’s all I want,” and “These people

46

Sarah Toy, “Strong Asian-American Turnout Helped Propel ‘Crazy Rich Asians’ to No. 1,” Market
Watch, August 21, 2018, https://www.marketwatch.com/story/strong-asian-american-turnout-helpedpropel-crazy-rich-asians-to-no-1-2018-08-20.
47
Yin and Chan, “How ‘Crazy Rich Asians’ Nailed Brand Strategy And Became A Box Office Hit.”
48
Warner Bros. Pictures, “CRAZY RICH ASIANS - Official Trailer,” YouTube, April 23, 2018,
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZQ-YX-5bAs0.
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aren’t just rich, they’re crazy rich,”49 all heard against the inspiring pop tune, “Glorious”
by American artists Mackelmore and Skyler Grey. The sequential images are those of
characters kissing, people attending a wedding, young attractive couples having fun, and
Rachel Chu in conflict with Eleanor Young. Already, the trailer previews major themes
of the movie: wealth, familial struggle, love, and a sense of Asian/American versus Asian
traditional conflict. In theory, there is something for every targeted audience to relate to
whether one is invested in the cultural or narrative or “escapist” aspects of the film. Yet,
after watching the trailer several times, it becomes clearer that perhaps this movie might
just be a classic White American story with Asians and Asian culture as the aesthetic lens
through which it is portrayed. Is that really representation?
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Film Analysis
With all its ambitions to be a turning point in on-screen Asian representation,
Crazy Rich Asians had to be a big movie if it wanted to be seen. The stakes were high and
the marketing campaign promised a movie that would change diversity in Hollywood for
the better. When the movie finally came out on August 15, 2018, it proved to be as
extravagant, dramatic, and lavish as the trailer suggested it would be. It is a big movie
indeed– watching this film is nearly overwhelming with the amount of high fashion,
decadent jewelry, romantic gestures, tempting feasts, and elaborate parties. Overall,
Crazy Rich Asians is energetic, rich with beautiful and luxurious visuals, and has a feelgood happy ending. Asian culture is present in all corners of the film: food, characters,
language, and setting and an unassuming viewer might celebrate the movie for fulfilling
its representational goal. However, the representation in Crazy Rich Asians is a specific
type of representation, one that is Americanized, consumable, and narrow.
Despite its progressive intent, Crazy Rich Asians still has to fit into the box that
our society has constructed for it. When non-White and/or non-dominant groups are
present in American visible media, they often have to adhere in some way to social norms
and operate through the scripts that have shaped their representation in popular culture. In
the case of this movie, the societal box is built with sides that say attractive and model
minority and wealthy and neoliberal and exotic. These constraints are projected onto the
characters, plot, setting, and composition of the film. The following critical analysis of
Crazy Rich Asians will examine the ways in which the movie is limited by
representational politics and how it affects the visibility in this film.
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Desirability
A significant part of Crazy Rich Asians’ success is its visual allure. The movie is,
to say the least, attractive. From the gorgeous cast to the enchanting setting, it is easy to
watch the film and wish to be with the actors wherever they are. This sort of feel-goodeasiness allows the movie to be consumable; the audience is never uncomfortable or has
to confront anything distressing. The Crazy Rich Asians consumability is made possible
by the familiar romantic-comedy narrative, the specific portrayals of Singapore, and the
desirability in the appearance of the chosen Asian actors. This consumability is measured
by traditionally White and American standards.
Perhaps the most obvious facet of desirability in the film is the basis of the plot.
Stripped down to its essentials, Crazy Rich Asians is about a young couple in love
fighting to overcome problems affecting their relationship. Basically, a typical romanticcomedy narrative that Americans are used to. To an unassuming, uncritical audience
member the film breezes by as they are swept up in a story just complicated enough to
stay engaged, but not overly stressful. The film remains constantly entertaining, even as
slight hardship strikes. In the thick of the movie, when Rachel is fighting with Eleanor
and another important character, Astrid, has confronted her cheating husband, an
unbelievably elaborate wedding50 occurs and brings the audience back to the romantic
and glamorous aspects of the movie. When jealous women leave a gutted barracuda on
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Rachel’s bed,51 the beautiful island resort setting takes away from the displeasure briefly
caused by the fish. It helps that the main character, Rachel, does not stay down for long
and continuously fights back against the inconveniences, giving the audience something
to root for as they additionally take in the view.
Crazy Rich Asians is set in Singapore, a densely populated island city-state
located on the southern tip of the Malay Peninsula. If one did not know it’s location,
Crazy Rich Asians provides a helpful visual when Peik Lin holds up a purse with a map
of Asia and points to Singapore on it.52 The first mention of the location comes five
minutes and twenty-seven seconds into the movie when Nick asks Rachel, “So what
about us taking an adventure East?”53 From just this quote, it is clear that the movie is
approaching the setting from a Western point of view since the language of “East” evokes
traditional Orientalist rhetoric54 and the East and West binary. Iterations of this binary
appear subtly throughout the rest of the movie as well, including Rachel and Nick being
based in New York and then flying to Singapore, giving the movie two distinct locations.
Starting in New York and traveling to Singapore paints Singapore as the vacation
destination and codes it with the escapism that comes with travel.
Our initial visual of Singapore is a gorgeous modern mansion surrounded by
dense, dark green jungle.55 The scene is idyllic and the camera zooms in on a group of
middle-aged Asian women sitting on a outdoor patio reading Bible verses as soft bird
sounds, running water, and music play in the background. This visual of the location is
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important because it offers a first impression of what Singapore will be like in this movie.
Both exotic and attractive desires coming together to create a setting that is, and will be
for the rest of the movie, pleasing to look at. Most of the scenes are filmed in lush
jungles, soft sandy beaches next to clear water, tropical islands, or stylish contemporary
cityscapes.
This romanticized version of Singapore is an aesthetic abstraction56 of the real
Singapore, which like any other city, has unattractive, dirty, and polluted components.
Though it is not inherently bad for a movie to want to showcase the most beautiful parts
of a setting, representations of Asian countries have the weight of Orientalist history
behind them. In the past, positive depictions of Asia have a tendency to represent it as a
“fantastic, ahistorical space to be occupied and to portray its people and cultures as
objects to be consumed.”57 These iterations of Asia as a “Western fantasy”58 continue to
construct an apolitical and docile Orient that Americans can feel unproblematic about
consuming. Asia as the vacation-worthy “escapist pleasure”59 that Jackson describes
grossly generalizes the vast diversity of Asian landscapes, peoples, and experiences.
The Asian bodies on screen are a significant draw of desirability. Reflecting
Orientalist practices of reducing Asians to exotic commodities, the cast of Crazy Rich
Asians is attractive, light-skinned, thin, mostly young, and fashionable. All of these
qualities are valued by Western society and deemed to be advantageous. This fixation on
the characters’ attractiveness can be exemplified by the display of male bodies in the
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film, specifically the bodies of Michael (Astrid’s husband), Nick, and Colin (Nick’s best
friend).
The introduction of Michael is a three minute scene for all of which he is
topless.60 The scene begins with Michael in the shower, but all the audience can see is his
muscular torso, back, and arms under the water stream. When he gets out, he grabs a
towel to cover his presumably bare lower half, does not dry off his body, and walks into
the bedroom. The camera follows his back and the dim lighting of the room accentuates
muscular definition. Throughout his whole conversation with Astrid, he remains topless
and the camera remains focused on the upper half of his body. In the scene immediately
following that, Nick rises out of bed, also only wearing pajama bottoms, and stands in
front of Rachel who puts on glasses and promptly remarks, “Hubba, hubba”61 as she
gazes at his bare skin. Nick is noticeably shirtless in two more scenes in the movie,62 one
of which he sunbathes next to his best friend who is also not wearing a top.
Through this abundant and erotic display of male bodies, Crazy Rich Asians
seems to be wanting to prove to White audiences (more specifically, prove to the White
heterosexual female audience) that Asian men can indeed be objects of desire and can be
attractive. Interestingly, most of the women are never baring much skin, opting for more
elegant and classy outfits even when they are at the beach resort bachelorette party.
However, the women who are dressed less classy, namely Kitty Pong and the bikini-clad
women at Colin’s bachelor party, are portrayed as either immature and ridiculous (in
Pong’s case) or party-crazy and overly sexual (like in the bachelor party). For the female
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characters, Crazy Rich Asians seems to conflate high status and respectability with
conservative dressing and lower status and disgrace with more apparent sex appeal.
This overt sexualization is attributed to many more of the leading male characters
than the female ones, which complicates the traditional Orientalist trope of sexualizing
Asian women. In this sense, Crazy Rich Asians disrupts Oriental discourse and portrays
Asian and Asian/American women as intelligent, sophisticated, capable, and powerful.
Their desirability, though expressed in beauty, is also conveyed through a narrow and
capitalist feminist narrative of independence and strength. However, the men in the
movie are allowed to be both sexually appealing and revered showing that Asian women
still have to fit in certain identity boxes.

Maintaining Recognizability
Though Crazy Rich Asians is a film significantly about Asian culture and was
marketed as a movie about Asian representation, it also had to find a way to appeal to its
majority audience, White Americans (and mostly women). In order to retain an element
of recognizability, Crazy Rich Asians adopts familiar American cinematic tropes
including a romantic American Dream narrative and an Old Hollywood glamor aesthetic.
The aesthetic consists of bright colors, abundant displays of wealth, extravagant parties,
and big band music. Because most Americans can identify these themes, they can then
grasp enough of the movie to feel connected to it. In Orientalism, Said emphasizes the
Westerner’s need to regulate the foreign:
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One tends to stop judging things either as completely novel or as completely well
known; a new median category emerges, a category that allows one to see new
things, things seen for the first time, as versions of a previously known thing. In
essence such a category is not so much a way of receiving new information as it is
a method of controlling what seems to be a threat to some established view of
things.63
This veil of recognizable American film tropes that covers the other Asian elements of
the movie is a part of the “median category” that Said describes and is essential for
White/non-Asian Americans to simultaneously encounter a new culture while
maintaining a secure sense of belonging in the film. Though the American lens is
important for the viewership and widespread popularity of Crazy Rich Asians, it
undercuts the complexity of the representation and seems to make this movie more for
those who cannot already understand its Asian aspects.
The marketing team has set up the aesthetic expectation with the promotional
poster64 for the movie (Figure 1). The main American marketing image, bright and
romantic, combines both Asian elements like the fans, tropical plants, and actors, with
ambiguous/American ones: jewels, sunglasses, scarves (silk?), a disco ball chandelier,
and a peacock. The background of the poster is turquoise and patterned with faint lines
similar to the art-deco style from the 1920s. The text is written in thin, golden letters that
send a message of wealth and parties. The promotional posters from other countries like
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Australia65 (Figure 1) and China66 (Figure 1) do not have this same nod to Old
Hollywood glamor. This combination of Asian and classic American elements present on
the poster tell the consumer that this film will be Asian and American, consumable and
fun, reminiscent of the Roaring ‘20s and exotically new. It is also interesting that the
American and Australian posters do not include the rest of the family like the Chinese
poster does, perhaps promoting the romantic narrative over the familial one. The Chinese
poster is significantly more “Asian” with nods to Asian architecture and design, tropical
plants, and traditional dress.

Figure 1. From left to right: American, Australian, and Chinese posters for Crazy Rich Asians

The aesthetic of this movie mirrors that of Old Hollywood cinema and its
opulence and extravagance has been compared to the American classic The Great
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Gatsby.67 The multiple party scenes throughout the movie display this theme most
dramatically and obviously, the first of which occurs about 40 minutes in. After dressing
Rachel in a “chic ‘70s goddess”68 dress, Peik Lin drives her to the Young family
mansion. The camera panoramically sweeps across the mansion estate, showcasing lush
flora; a small lake with a fountain in the center; a grand, multi-floor White mansion; and
a smaller lake-side house all surrounded by a high fence.69 Peik Lin’s red Audi sports car
is just one of many in the driveway already. Waiters open the double front doors to reveal
Nick Young, dressed in a cream colored suit, beaming as Rachel arrives. Inside the
mansion is a bustling party: wait staff carrying around glass bowls of warm water for
fingernails, a jazz band playing in the corner, and people dressed in evening gowns and
tuxedos. These kinds of lavish parties that seem to spare no expense are reminiscent of
prohibition-era bashes often displayed in Old Hollywood films. This scene, and the
movie in general, also communicate through a universally desirable language: wealth.
The moment in Crazy Rich Asians that relies most heavily on wealthy 1920s
American aesthetic is Araminta and Colin’s wedding reception,70 held beneath the iconic
Supertree Grove right after their $40 million wedding.71 An Asian big band plays Jasmine
Chen’s rendition of “Wo Yao Ni De Ai,” for couples dancing energetically across the
stage. Araminta wears her hair in a finger-wave updo with a thin silver headband across
her forehead and spins in a shimmering beige and silver flapper-style dress and t-strap
low heels. In short, she looks like a 1920s fashionable flapper. The dancers sync up in a
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kick-ball-change/swing style of dance and the camera angles from above, showing the
red and gold dance floor. It is as if this scene was lifted from an American film about the
Roaring ‘20s and transposed into an Asian setting. Why would Araminta and Colin
choose to have such an American-inspired reception? Once again, we could return to the
bell hooks epigraph, as we see Asians used merely as a different way through which to
consume American culture. In a less cynical view, this moment could also be seen as an
acknowledgement of the globalization of culture and the newlywed’s appreciation of Old
Hollywood glamor.
The music in Crazy Rich Asians is a perfect metaphor for the transposition of
Asian-ness onto American culture. The soundtrack, packed with brass instruments and
upbeat tempos, has similar atmospheric tones to that of an American jazz club even
though nearly all the lyrics are in Mandarin. The songs are often covers of recognizable
songs like “Yellow” by Coldplay and “Material Girl” originally sung by Madonna, or
seem familiar to an American ear because of the instrumentation. Chu even snuck in
some politics behind the final Katherine Ho cover of “Yellow,” saying that this choice
was a reclamation of the slur used against Asians: “[Yellow] has a connotation to it, from
things that I’ve been called and culturally and all these things, so for me, it was more
about ownership of that term… I remember hearing the song and the beauty of
‘yellow.’”72 Though most audience members may have overlooked this significance of
“Yellow,” they were probably able to recognize the tune and associate it with Coldplay, a
British band.
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The film also carries American influence in its plot, seen in the American Dream
narrative. The Chu family, Rachel and her mother Kerry, enact the typical American
Dream storyline: starting from nothing and building a successful life for themselves.
Kerry Chu, an immigrant escaping abuse, learned English when she got to the United
States but “she worked really hard, and she studied, and she earned her real estate license
while she was waiting tables to support us.”73 The way Rachel explains her mother’s
journey to success is focused on her mother’s own perseverance and drive, and is
neoliberal in its individualized path. The American Dream promises that anyone living in
America can prosper if they only work hard enough. Kerry Chu enacts this through
working multiple jobs, teaching herself English, and creating a new life in America for
her and her daughter. Rachel too follows this narrative and becomes an Economics
professor at NYU, something that she is “passionate”74 about, though she also somewhat
embodies the Cinderella trope of marrying a rich prince of a man. Chasing after one’s
dream is also an American luxury, and Eleanor Young even quips in response: “Pursuing
one's passion, how American.”75 Both Chu women are “self-made,”76 a revered quality in
America. One could even read the Model Minority narrative, a distinctly American
stereotype of Asians, onto Rachel and her Economics passion. Of course she likes math,
she is Asian. Of course her mother had high expectations for Rachel–Kerry must be a
Tiger Mom. Stereotypical tropes, no matter how subtle, can contribute to the overall
perception of Asians in the United States and perpetuate racist expectations.
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These recognizable Western symbols present throughout the film gave audiences
just enough to hold onto while observing a potentially unknown culture; Americans
watching Crazy Rich Asians can understand the jazzy instrumental part of the song, even
if they cannot understand the lyrics. Crazy Rich Asians grounds itself in Old Hollywood
aesthetics and familiar music so that its representation of Asians is still consumable to the
primary audience, White Americans. The film also blatantly references many American
things such as the Goh family house being inspired by “Donald Trump’s bathroom”77 and
Wye Mun Goh studying at “Cal State Fullerton.”78 The way that this film mixes both
Asian and American culture together reflects the Orientalist notion that the East can be
constructed and shaped by and for the West: “The Orient at large, therefore, vacillates
between the West’s contempt for what is familiar and its shivers of delight in–or fear of–
novelty.”79

Signaling Authenticity & Teaching Asianness
Since most of the viewers of Crazy Rich Asians are White Americans, the movie
had to portray an “authentic” version of Asian representation that Americans could
encode and understand as “Asian.” The representation draws on pre-existing associations
that audience members might have with Asian culture. These types of associations are
known as visual enthymemes, which are “syllogism[s] based on probabilities, signs, and
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examples, whose function is rhetorical persuasion” that depend on “the joint efforts of
speaker and audience.”80 Stephanie Young further explains a visual enthymeme is an
“abbreviated logical argument in which one premise is not explicitly stated” and
“requires audience and rhetor to have shared unspoken assumptions… the audience
inserts the argument’s premise as intended by the rhetoric.”81 Crazy Rich Asians used
visual enthymemes to enact Asian culture in order to persuade its audience that the film
truly represents Asia. Though the film also has subtle elements made for Asian insider
recognition, it also appears heavy-handedly Asian to convince other audience members of
its authenticity and to inform them of Asian cultural patterns.
As Rachel prepares to meet Nick’s family in Singapore, she goes on a shopping
trip with her mother to buy a dress to impress the Young’s. This scene is packed with
obvious descriptions of Chinese culture, in order to catch up the viewers who are not well
versed in it. When Rachel tries to buy a blue and white dress her mother chastises her––
“Blue and white is for Chinese funerals”82––and holds up a red dress stating “this
symbolizes good fortune and fertility.”83 Kerry goes on to speculate that Nick must send
money to his poor parents because “That’s what all good Chinese children do.”84 Later in
the scene, Rachel declares that she is “so Chinese, I’m an economics professor with
lactose intolerance.”85 This scene acts as a way to teach those in the audience who may
be unfamiliar with nuances in Chinese culture, such as color symbolism, while also
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drawing on familiar stereotypes associated with Asian/Americans like being lactose
intolerant. Being “so Chinese” that she is an economics professor is a reference to the
Model Minority myth declaring that all Asians are smart and good at math. These points
of dialogue represent a textual enthymeme: using shared assumptions about
Asian/Americans between speaker and audience to convey the argument that these two
characters are Asian enough. This textual enthymeme is certainly not for Asians, since
they know they are not strictly defined by Model Minority myth, but for the
predominantly White audience to be in on a joke that they constructed.
Crazy Rich Asians continues to prove its authenticity by using more overt
dialogue prompts (“Aren’t good Chinese sons supposed to stay with their parents?”86),
mixing in Cantonese, Malay, and Mandarin languages with English, and highlighting key
Asian symbols. Food plays a significant role in signaling Asian culture while also
romanticizing the traditions of Asian food. The first of many mouth-watering food scenes
occurs at a hawker center,87 an open air food market with numerous stalls selling
different foods. The camera flits back and forth between stalls cooking all types of Asian
food, showing people kneading dough, frying noodles in woks, and heaping marinated
meat onto plates. Rachel, Nick, Colin, and Araminta, the attendees of the hawker center,
end up with a table full of different dishes. Not only does this scene work to introduce a
desirable Singapore to the audience, it also uses Asian food as a visual enthymeme for
Asian identity. Though it may be an obvious display of Asian culture, the food acts as a
desirable indicator of Asian identity that audiences can code as Asian.
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Food reappears throughout the movie as an aesthetically pleasing visual
representation of culture, teaching uneducated audiences about a part of Asian tradition.
In one scene, cooks prepare a variety of decadent dishes for the Young family party,
showcasing several different cooking techniques and types of food.88 In another scene,
the Young family sits around a dinner table and makes dumplings together, discussing
their family values and traditions while pinching and rolling dough.89 This scene shows
the audience a step-by-step process of making dumplings and teaches about the Young’s
family history and values centered around each other. The dumplings are a common
symbol of Asian food, and are enthymemes easily recognized by American viewers of
Crazy Rich Asians.
The fact that Crazy Rich Asians has to succumb to stereotyping and exoticizing
proves that this film was not made for Asians and Asian/Americans like they advertised,
but for the predominantly White audience watching it. The representation has to be
obvious enough for everyone to understand it, not just Asians. There are, of course,
moments that only Asians can see themselves in but those moments are subtle and
exclusive, and overlap with the grand gestures of Asian representation. For example,
many viewers may be able to code Mahjong as Asian, but fewer would understand how
to actually play the game. Visual enthymemes in the film use signs and symbols to
persuade the audience that this Asian representation is authentic, a main claim of the
marketing team. Because of this, judgement of authenticity is largely based upon
American (specifically White American) assumptions of what “Asian” is. These
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judgements are often based on previous examples of Asian representation, that have
shaped dominant cultural narratives of “Asian.” This cycle of assumption-based
representation continues to “[filter]...the Orient into Western consciousness”90 and rely
upon White Americans for validation of authenticity.

Essentialized Portrayal of Asians
The most fundamental, obvious, and visual component of representation in Crazy
Rich Asians are the Asian actors themselves. These actors were chosen carefully to be
representative of a population. The characters they appear as on screen also represent an
essentialized portrayal of Asians that work within the Western ideals that have been
highlighted throughout this project: wealthy, successful, hardworking, and independent.
As Rand pointed out through visibility politics, marginalized groups often have to adhere
to existing cultural expectations in order for their visibility to be accepted in mainstream
media. Essentialism, “the assumption that groups, categories, or classes of objects have
one or several defining features exclusive to all members of that category,”91 can then be
a political tool for visibility that also comes with the consequences of reducing identities
to common tropes.
Though only representing a small group of Asians, it is still important to
acknowledge each actor’s strength in displaying their Asian body on screen. This type of
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visibility politics relies on the presence of bodies and Rand points out that “when activists
put their bodies on the line, their action is radical, in part, because they are risking the
introduction of a vulnerable physical body into public discourse and are relinquishing the
protection of physical abstraction.”92 Because Crazy Rich Asians was primarily made for
American audiences, the amount of Asian bodies, a minority in the United States, on
screen was an act of radical representation in itself.
However, by only depicting idealized Asians characters, Crazy Rich Asians
excludes nuances within Asian identities and implies that only certain types of Asians are
welcome in this representation. This section will analyze who is on screen, their roles in
the film, and what overt and covert messages are sent to the audience via their
representation. Through the emphasis of neoliberal values, model minority
characteristics, and Western standards of attractiveness, Crazy Rich Asians constructs the
“ideal” Asian, sometimes at the expense of other Asians through jokes and subliminal
messages. It is important to holistically examine who the Asians are in this movie in
order to understand who is actually being represented.
As I previously mentioned in the “Desirability” section of this analysis, the actors
in Crazy Rich Asians are attractive and they all share similar phenotypic characteristics in
line with the American economy of physical desire. Fair skinned, fit, and fashionable, the
main characters of this movie exemplify the “slick and sexy”93 idealized Asian that fits
within an exoticized and Orientalist representation of Asia. The Young family poses as
the pinnacle of this ideal: not only do they fit the beauty standard, they are also successful
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and wealthy. They value family loyalty, they work hard, and they attend Bible study.94
The Model Minority narrative, originally used to describe Asian immigrants in America,
maps onto the Young family as well in this movie. By emphasizing certain characteristics
that Americans also consider to be valuable, Crazy Rich Asians essentializes the
characters to appeal to American audiences and makes this essentialization easy and
pleasurable to consume. This speaks to the “white fantasy of overcoming racism by
embracing the idealized image”95 of a minority that Ann Cvetkovich writes about; it is
easier to accept a minority if they are simply reflecting our own beliefs back to us. To
draw on the rhetoric of the bell hooks epigraph, Asian bodies add “spice” to the desirable
American.
There are certain Asians in Crazy Rich Asians who are noticeably not included in
this glamourous and positive representation. Most of the brown-skinned Asians present in
the movie are in the service industry, whether they are guards or maids or kitchen
workers. This is all the representation that South Asians get in Crazy Rich Asians, despite
their prominent presence in Singapore. Though the Chinese do make up the ethnic
majority of Singapore, Malays and Indians comprise 22.4 percent of the population96 and
get less than 1 percent of screen time in the movie. The screen time they do have is in the
service of the rich, Chinese characters who need something from them. For example,
when Peik Lin and Rachel pull up to the Young mansion gate, they are greeted by two
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turbaned South Asian guards armed with bayonets.97 As Mark Tseng-Putterman writes in
his review, this scene seems like “a particularly apt metaphor for the brand of Asian
American representation Crazy Rich Asians provides: one in which too many are left on
the outside, looking in.”98
The movie also subtly implies that there is a “wrong” kind of Asian through jokes
and indignant comments. In the opening scene, after Reginald Ormsby suggests that the
Young family find accommodations elsewhere than the Calthorpe, Eleanor distinguishes
herself from the other Chinese that might stay in London’s Chinatown.99 In another
scene, Wye Mun Gohe pretends to have a heavy Chinese accent before laughing it off
and assuring Rachel that he does not have an accent and went to school in the U.S.100 Not
only does this scene exploit other Asians with accents for humor, it declares that there is
a better Asian: one who can speak English fluently and is educated through a Western
system. These scenes “stage a certain kind of respectability politics for a presumed White
audience (or, these moments assure Asian American viewers that they are, in fact, the
“right” kind of Asians).”101 They further the expectations of strategic essentialism,
implying that the Asians essentialized in this movie are right and those that exist outside
of the essentialism are wrong.
All in all, Crazy Rich Asians is not diverse, only representing a slim minority of
Asians and Asian/Americans. There are barely nuances between the characters since all
of them fall into a category of attractive, passionate, hardworking, and well-off. The
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film’s neglect of socioeconomic diversity is especially noticeable given that a central
pillar of Crazy Rich Asians is “rich.” This is a problematic essentialized portrayal of
Singapore because its society is becoming increasingly more divided along class lines,102
and because it feeds into the global image of Singapore as one of the world’s richest
countries, ignoring class inequalities. Given that the characters in Crazy Rich Asians are
idealized model minorities in an exoticized and Orientalist landscape, it hardly seems fair
to qualify the movie as “Asian representation.
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Conclusion
Crazy Rich Asians ultimately abandons all of the potential hard hitting arguments that it
could have made about class or race to create an easily consumable rom-com movie. The
film is a narrative of aesthetics, using Asian bodies to access the exotic and enticing
Singaporean landscape that looks similar to an American cityscape with some extra spice.
Crazy Rich Asians and its Asian landscape of representation is at once incredibly
saturated and utterly empty as it does very little to depict Asianness while still being full
of Asian tokens and symbols. The fact that the movie did poorly in most Asian countries
and “completely tanked” in China103 is a good indicator that it did not adequately
represent Asians.
Complicit in most traditional Hollywood and American systems of desirability,
Crazy Rich Asians does not offer any sort of diversity to the industry apart from the
bodies on the screen which is not enough to disrupt the institutional classism, racism, and
Orientalism present in the movie. Rachel and Nick, the neoliberal heroes of the story,
prevail in the end symbolizing the triumph of Westernized romance in the face of cultural
and familial traditions (Eleanor Young). The movie plays right into the hands of what
White American women, a targeted audience, wanted to see: a Cinderella-type story with
the alluring glamor of Singapore and attractive Asians. Like the visibility politics of the
Lesbian Avengers analyzed in the Rand article, the diversity of Crazy Rich Asians
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“provide[s] mainstream U.S. Americans with a figurative mirror in which to find a
reflection of liberal-minded tolerance.”104
In recognition of the complexities of visibility, it is also important to acknowledge
the ways in which Crazy Rich Asians contributed positively to Hollywood and American
culture. The main reason I chose to analyze this film is because of how widespread its
influence was, how many people went to see it in theaters, and how much media attention
it generated. There is something to be said for the amount of people that supported the
visibility of Asians and a piece of their culture. In no way do I want to diminish the
profound impact of seeing a celebration of Asianness on a screen and the importance of
creating a space for Asians to play the main (and all) the characters in a movie. The film
production team included several Asians, including the director, and the soundtrack was
performed by mostly Asians. Crazy Rich Asians was said to be, if anything, a dooropening movie to make way for other opportunities for Asians in the industry.
Considering the enormous pressure for Crazy Rich Asians to succeed and the potential
repercussions for Asians in film if it did not, the movie fared exceptionally well in the
box offices and in many reviews.
Why does one film have to be pressured to represent all Asians in the first place?
Part of the problem was the marketing team making broad claims about Asian/American
representation but the root of the problem comes from an entrenched system of
Orientalism that created the careless and vague term and understanding of “Asian.” In
order to develop more responsible and accurate representations, we should move away
from representations that claim to depict an arbitrary group of people. Declaring that one
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film will portray Asians and Asian/Americans is somewhat meaningless given the infinite
embodiments of the Asian identity throughout the United States and the world. It should
not be one movie’s goal or duty to provide an entire culture with a mirror-like
representation of their identity; it is impossible. Audiences should also not expect a film,
an inherently reductive platform, to be able to portray the nuances of all identities. To
avoid these issues, we can start making space within the film industry for more films,
plotlines, and characters that showcase underrepresented identities.
In 2020, Parasite, a South Korean film directed by Bong Joon-Ho, won the Best
Picture nomination at the Oscars. Parasite’s victory was historic for a number of reasons,
most notably that it is not an American-made film and is entirely in Korean. This movie
and its success demonstrates a pathway for representation of Asian cultures: accepting
more films about non-American cultures by those cultures into mainstream American pop
culture. Movies that do not sacrifice the integrity of their representation to fit into the
standards constructed by Hollywood should be accessible and encouraged to the
American public. Like Bong Joon-Ho famously said through a translator during his
Oscars acceptance speech, “Once you overcome the one-inch-tall barrier of subtitles, you
will be introduced to so many more amazing films.”105
While Crazy Rich Asians presented a homogenized group of Asians, other films
portray more than one way of what it means to be Asian. For example, the Netflix movie
Always Be My Maybe does an excellent job of depicting a variety of Asian identities: a
famous chef with strict immigrant Asian parents, an unsuccessful rapper that still lives
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with his dad, a hippie with dreadlocks, Keanu Reeves as himself, a dummer, and a food
critic. The multitudes of identities, nationalities, and appearances sends the message that
Asians are not confined to one way of existing and do not have to conform to one image
in order to be accepted. Bringing complex, nuanced characters to the screen that break
stereotypes and expectations presents another pathway for representation.
Near the end of her paper, Rand complicates the “potential of visibility politics”
by advising a “closer consideration of under what conditions, on whose terms, for whose
benefit, and at whose expense certain bodies can become visible.”106 It is these terms that
need to be considered as we move towards more inclusive representation. The terms
cannot be set by racist, classist, and sexist systems like Orientalism and cannot be
dictated by just one group of people like White Americans. Representation should not
benefit the processes that further institutionalized oppression. Representation should
benefit those being represented and should reflect the lived experiences, the cultures, and
the traditions of them on their conditions. It should benefit the understanding of others
and the celebration of differences within our diverse community. It should benefit those
who are brave enough to be visible. When we improve representation in popular culture,
we create space within our society for more and more people to feel seen, understood,
heard, and valued for who they are.
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